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Abstract

Curvature continuous surfaces with subdivision structureare constructed
by higher-order sampling of a piecewise polynomial guide surface, at posi-
tions defined and derivatives weighted by a special, scalable reparametriza-
tion. Two variants are developed. One variant applies to theconventional
sprocket subdivision layout, say of Catmull-Clark subdivision, i.e. nested
rings consisting ofN copies ofL-shaped segments with three patches. The
curvature continuous surfaces are of degree (6,6). A secondvariant, called
polar guided subdivision, is particularly suitable for high valencesN and to
cap cylindrical structures. It yields curvature continuous surfaces of degree
(4,3). Additionally, we discuss a scheme that samples with increasing den-
sity to generate aC2 surface of piecewise degree (3,3). Curvature continuity
is verified by showing convergence of anchored osculation paraboloids.

1 Introduction

Guided subdivision is a stationary subdivision procedure capable of generating,
in principle arbitrarily smooth, surfaces by sampling the composition of aguide
surfacewith a scalable reparametrization. While the guide surface captures the
shape implied by pre-existing data, the reparametrizationis crucial to orient and
scale higher-order derivatives taken off the guide surface. While just about any
guide surface representation works, e.g. rational or the polynomial constructions
of [Pra97, Rei98], we choose a piecewise polynomial guide toget good shape
reproduction at low degree. In contrast to [Pra97, Rei98], the composition of
guide and reparametrization is not used directly butsampled. This allows us to
use the economy of spline constructions to trade more piecesfor reduced poly-
nomial degree. Applying several steps of guided subdivision before capping with
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Figure 1: Gauss-curvature-colored subdivision surface ring consisting of 18 seg-
ments for (left) sprocket (Ger. Zahnkranz) layout of Catmull-Clark subdivision,
(right) polar layout.

polynomial pieces is an important ingredient in the construction of high-quality
multi-sided surface blends, explained in the sequel [KP0x]to this paper, since
guided subdivision surface rings introduce fewer shape andcurvature artifacts
than an equal number of conventional subdivision rings depending only on the
input mesh without guide. The publication [KP0x] also explains how guide sur-
faces are derived from boundary data. In the present paper, the guide surface is
assumed to be given so that only its structure needs to be explained.

A key new contribution of this paper is the introduction ofpolar guided sub-
division. Polar subdivision has a different patch layout than the conventional
sprocket-shaped arrangement ofN L-shaped segments (Figure 1). While the ba-
sic structure of subdivision is the same in both layouts, thequadrilateral domain
pieces, from which the underlying topological space is built, are glued together
differently. This polar layout is particularly suitable for modeling high valence
configurations and allows for polynomial subdivision surfaces of lower degree,
namely (4,3), to achieve curvature continuity.

At first sight, guided subdivision appears to be more complexthan subdivision
based on the control mesh alone. However, guided subdivision is a stationary
procedure that matches the structure of subdivision as laidout e.g. in [RP05].
Guided subdivision is also a stable procedure. Due to the guide surface, the proof
of smoothness at the extraordinary point, i.e. the limit point whereN 6= 4 surface
segment meet, is simpler than for conventional subdivision. Our proof is based
on showing convergence of a sequence ofanchored osculating paraboloids(local
quadratic functions over the tangent plane). This allows usto quantify deviation
from curvature continuitywhen using constructions of degree lower than (6,6) in
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the sprocket layout, respectively (4,3) in the polar layout.
Guided subdivision is explained in the following steps.

Section 2 defines the layout of the guided subdivision patches (sprocket or polar).
Section 3 defines scalable reparametrizationsρ.
Section 4 defines theC2 guide splineg whose free parameters can be set to match
boundary data.
Section 5 defines the patchesxm

n := H(gn ◦ ρm
n ) as Hermite interpolant of the

composition of thenth piece of the guide surfaceg with thenth piece of them-
times refined reparametrizationρ. This defines the guided subdivision.
Section 6 assembles the piecesxm

n into surface ringsxm; a union of rings forms a
C2 (G2) guided patchwork.
Section 7 analyzes the infinite union of surface rings, i.e. it characterizes guided
subdivision.
Section 8 provides curvature estimates for guided subdivision of lower degree
than is needed for curvature continuity, with the help of anchored osculating
paraboloids.
Section 9 discusses a modification of guided subdivision, the accelerated bicubic
guidedC2 scheme.
Section 10 discusses rational guided subdivision.

2 The structure of guided subdivision surfaces

Locally, a subdivision surfacex ∈ R
d is the union of a sequence of nestedsurface

ringsxm converging to an extraordinary orcentral pointxc:

x =
⋃

m∈N

xm ∪ xc .

Each surface ringxm in turn is the union ofN segmentsxm
n , n = 0, . . . , N − 1 (a

segmentxm
n can consist of several Bézier patches):

xm =
N−1
⋃

n=0

xm
n .

The domainS0 of each ringxm is obtained fromN copies of a basic domain
Σ0 ⊂ R

2 (see Figures 2(b), 3(b)) by setting edges of(Σ0, n) and(Σ0, n+1) equal
(see Figures 2(c), 3(c)):

S0 := Σ0 × ZN , ZN := Z mod N.
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Figure 2: (a) sprocket layout; (b) basic domainΣ0 ; (c) gluing copies of basic
domain to formS0.

The ringsxm of guided subdivision are special in that they are constructed by sam-
pling position and derivatives of aguidesurfaceg with respect to a parametriza-
tion ρm that, itself, has subdivision structure (as a map intoR

d, d = 2). That is, to
definexm, we Hermite-sampleg ◦ ρm where

ρm : S0 → Ω ⊂ R
2, (s, t, n) 7→ (u, v),

g : Ω → R
3, (u, v) 7→ (x, y, z).

We distinguish two cases of reparametrization that differ in their patch layout.
sprocket layout: The basic domain is (Figure 2 (b))

Σ0 := [0, 2]2 \ [0, 1)2 .

Edges of copies ofΣ0 are set equal according to

(0, s, n) = (s, 0, n + 1), s ∈ [1..2], n ∈ ZN .

The consecutive ringsxm yield the layout of Figure 2 (a), familiar from the char-
acteristic map of Catmull-Clark subdivision. In the sprocket layout, segmentsxm

n

will consist of patches of degree(k, k), i.e. degreek in each variable.
polar layout: The basic domain is (Figure 3 (b))

Σ0 := [0..1]2
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Figure 3: (a) polar layout; (b) basic domainΣ0 ; (c) gluing copies of basic domain
to formS0.

Edges of copies ofΣ0 are set equal according to

(1, t, n) = (0, t, n + 1), t ∈ [0..1], n ∈ ZN .

The consecutive ringsxm yield the layout of Figure 3 (a). In this polar layout,
segmentsxm

n consist of patches of degree (degree circular, degree radial); we
parametrize thecircular direction bys and theradial direction byt.

3 Scalable reparametrizations

In this section, we describe two mapsρ̂ andρ̆ that alternatively define the coordi-
nates in which the guide surfaceg is Hermite sampled. They are associated with
different patch layouts

sprocket layout: The reparametrization̂ρ is associated with multi-sided gaps
in standard spline constructions. It consists of scaled copies of the characteristic
mapρ̂0 of Catmull-Clark subdivision (see e.g. [PR98]);ρ̂0 mapsN copies of the
L-shaped domainΣ0 in Figure 2 (b) to an annulus or ring inR2. If we fix scaling
and rotation,̂ρ is uniquely determined. The reparametrizationρ̂0 is C2 and scaling
it by

λ̂ := (c + 5 +
√

(c + 9)(c + 1))/16, c := cos α, α := 2π/N,

(the subdominant eigenvalue of the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix) results in
a copy ρ̂1 that joinsρ̂0 C2 in the same fashion as do rings of a Catmull-Clark
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N = 3 N = 5 N = 8 N = 10

Figure 4: Alternative bicubicC2 reparametrization scalable by1/2.

subdivision surface. (Alternatively, a good bicubic reparametrizations scalable by
1/2 for sprocket layout can be constructed if we split each bicubic into four as
shown in Figure 4. However, for the constructions in this paper, we will not need
this more complex reparametrization.)

polar layout: Next, we define theC1 polar reparametrization̆ρ of degree (2,1)
which isG2 due to symmetry. The Bézier coefficientsρ̆0

ij , i = 0..2, j = 0, 1 of
one segment of a ring are shown in Figure 5. Forα := 2π/N ,

ρ̆0
00 = (1, 0) , ρ̆0

10 = (1, tan(α/2)), ρ̆0
20 = (cos α, sinα) , ρ̆0

i1 = λρ̆0
i0.

The coefficients of segmentn are defined by rotating bynα about the origin.
Unlike ρ̂, there is no unique choice of scaling factorλ to obtain the next inner,
adjacent rinğρm+1 from ρ̆m. To see this, consider the singular mapρsing of degree
(2, 1) with coefficientsρsing

i0 = ρ̆i0 andρsing
i1 = (0, 0), i = 0, 1, 2. The ringsρ̆m

are nested pieces ofρsing since

ρ̆m(s, t) = ρsing(s, (1 − λm)(1 − t) + (1 − λm+1)t).

The simplest choice,λ = 1/2, yields equicontraction but results in radially elon-
gated segments. The choice

λ̆ :=
1

1 + 2 sin(α/2)

creates circular and radial boundaries of roughly equal length.
Since the maps̆ρm are the parts of one mapρsing, adjacent rings̆ρm andρ̆m+1

join C∞ after rescaling. Simple direct verification proves also smoothness in the
circular direction as summarized in the following lemma.
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Figure 5: One segment of theG2 polar reparametrization̆ρ of degree(2, 1).

Lemma 1 The segments of̆ρm areG2 connected:

∂2
s ρ̆

m
n+1(0, t) = ∂2

s ρ̆
m
n (1, t) + k2∂sρ̆

m
n (1, t), k2 := 2 cos α − 2.

4 C2 guide spline

This section explains the structure of aC2 spline of total degreed, consisting ofN
C2-joined polynomial pieces in total degree Bézier form eachpiece defined over
a unit triangle∆:

g : Ω = ∆ × ZN ⊂ R
2 7→ R

3.

The degreed will be chosen so that the construction is sufficiently flexible to
well-approximate boundary data up to the second derivative. [KP0x] will explain
in more detail how to set the free parameters of this guide surfaceg to best match
pre-existingC2 boundary data. The construction is similar to [Pet02]. Piecewise
polynomial representation yields more flexibility at a lower degree than the con-
structions in [Pra97, Rei98, YZ04].

The rays from the center0 := (0, 0) through the vertices

vn := (cos nα, sin nα), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

subdivide a plane intoN sectorsvn0vn+1. In each sector,g is represented in total
degree, triangular Bézier form with coefficientsgn

ijk, i + j + k = d, labelled as
shown in Figure 6. If the boundary curves of the polynomial pieces match, the
well-known conditions for aC1 join (1) and for aC2 join (2) are (α := 2π/N ,
c := cos α):

gn+1
i,d−i−1,1 = −gn

i,1,d−i−1 + 2cgn
i,0,d−i + 2(1 − c)gn

i+1,0,d−i−1; (1)

gn+1
i,d−i−2,2 = gn

i,2,d−i−2 − 4cgn
i,1,d−i−1 + 4c

2gn
i,0,d−i − 4(1 − c)gn

i+1,1,d−i−2

+ 8c(1 − c)gn
i+1,0,d−i−1 + 4(1 − c)2gn

i+2,0,d−i−2.
(2)
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Figure 6: Structure of the piecewise degreed guide splineg that defines the shape
near the extraordinary point.

By elementary computations,C2 smoothness implies the following.

(a) The six coefficients nearest to the extraordinary point,gn
d00, g

n
d−1,1,0, g

n
d−1,0,1,

gn
d−2,2,0, gn

d−2,1,1, gn
d−2,0,2, all have to match a single quadratic polynomial.

(in degree-raised form) defined, without loss of generality, by the six coef-
ficients withn = 0.

(b) The coefficientsgn
d−3,2,1 satisfy the circulant system

gn−1
d−3,2,1 + 4cgn

d−3,2,1 + gn+1
d−3,2,1 = 2Rn, (3)

where

Rn := 2c
2gn

d−3,3,0 + cgn
d−3,0,3 + 4c(1 − c)gn

d−2,2,0 − 2(1 − c)gn
d−2,1,1

+ (1 − c)gn
d−2,0,2 + 2(1 − c)2gn

d−1,1,0.

(c) If the coefficientsgn
d−3,2,1 satisfy (3) then the the coefficientsgn

d−3,1,2 are
calculated using equation (1).

(d) The coefficientsgn
d−3,3,0 can be chosen freely.

Lemma 2 For N ≥ 5, N 6= 6,

gn
d−3,2,1 =

1

N

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

Ri cos(n − i)jα

cos jα + 2c

.
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Figure 7: Hermite data merged to define polynomial patchb: (left) Second or-
der Hermite data defining a degree (5,5) patch, (right) Averaged third order data
defining a degree (6,6) patch.

is the unique solution of the system (3).

Proof We apply the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), solve and apply inverse
DFT. |||
For N = 3 the coefficientsgn

i,j,k, i ≥ d − 3, are a part of a single cubic polyno-
mial, in degree-raised form. ForN = 4 there are two additional free coefficients
that can be chosen asg0

d−3,2,1, g1
d−3,2,1 and from this an explicit solution can be

constructed. ForN = 6 there is one additional free coefficient that can be chosen
asg0

d−3,2,1 and from this an explicit solution can be constructed.
The interplay between the coefficients outside the 3-ring around0, namely

betweengn
i,j,k, i < d − 3, is simple: the coefficientsgn

i,d−i,0, g
n
i,d−i−j,j, j = 2..d −

i − 2, are free and the coefficientsgn
i,1,d−i−1, g

n+1
i,d−i−1,1 are derived by solving the

two equations (1) and (2).

5 Pointwise Hermite sampling

This section reviews a simple procedure for creating a quadrilateral Bézier patch
b that matches a mapf : [0..1]2 → R

d up to 2nd order at the corners of[0..1]2.
For degree (5,5) patch, we construct

b := H(f)
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Figure 8: Hermite data merged to define macropatches of degree (i,j) and smooth-
nessCi−1,j−1. Formulas a) through d) define unkown Bézier coefficients (hollow
circles) in terms of the coefficients (solid black disks) defined by theH data. For-
mulas a) and b) define coefficients of aC2 cubic spline. Formulas c) and d) define
coefficients of aC3 spline of degree 4.

by sampling, at each of the four corners of[0..1]2, the partial derivatives up to
second order

f ∂sf ∂2
sf

∂tf ∂s∂tf ∂2
s∂tf

∂2
t f ∂s∂

2
t f ∂2

s∂
2
t f

and placing the Bézier coefficients that define the partial derivatives into one quad-
rant of an array as illustrated in Figures 7. To construct,b := H(f) of degree
(6,6), we average the 3rd derivatives in overlapping positions as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7,right. We can reduce the degree of the sampled patch by choosing it as a
spline rather than as a single polynomial. Figure 8 shows several options. Posi-
tion, first and second derivative at the ends, define a uniqueC2 spline consisting
of three cubic segments. The formulas for the unknown Bézier points are given
in a) and b). Tensoring this procedure yields a Hermite interpolant consisting of
nineC2 connected bicubic patches as shown in Figure 8 (3,3). Similarly, we can
construct aC3 spline consisting of two degree4 pieces by the formulas c) and d),
and combine the univariate to tensored bivariate constructions.

6 Guided patchworks

In this section, the sampledC2 segmentsxm
n , n = 0, . . . , N −1 are joined to form

aC2 (sprocket layout) orG2 (polar layout) surface rings inR3. The rings, in turn,
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are joined into a guided patchwork. First, we considerpolar case which is simpler
than the sprocket layout. We setxm

n := H(g ◦ ρ̆m
n ).

Lemma 3 For ρ = ρ̆, the segmentsxm
n andxm

n+1 join C1 andG2.

Proof by Lemma 1ρ̆ is C1 and hence

∂s(g ◦ ρm
n+1)(0, t) = ∂s(g ◦ ρm

n )(1, t) .

Sincek2 is a constant (hence independent of the transversal directions),

∂2
s (g ◦ ρm

n+1)(0, t) = ∂2
s (g ◦ ρm

n )(1, t) + k2∂s(g ◦ ρm
n )(1, t) ,

i.e. circularly adjacent segments ofg ◦ ρ areC1 andG2 connected. Neighboring
patchesxm

n andxm
n+1 match the expansion ofH(g ◦ ρ) at the two endpoints and

the transversal expansions have the same structure. Sincek2 is a constant (hence
independent oft),

∂sx
m
n+1(0, t) = ∂sx

m
n (1, t) ,

∂2
sx

m
n+1(0, t) = ∂2

sx
m
n (1, t) + k2∂sx

m
n (1, t)

and the claim follows. |||
Since adjacent reparametrizationsρ̆m

n , ρ̆m+1
n join C2, similar arguments show

that adjacent ringsxm andxm+1 are alsoG2 connected.

The sprocket layout construction, based onρ = ρ̂, samples the guide sur-
face at the corners of the three elementary patches that makeup eachL-shaped
segment. We explain this as a two-step procedure although itis implemented as
a single sampling. With̄xm

n :=
⋃

H(g ◦ ρm
n ) for a degree(6, 6) or a degree

(5, 5) patchwork arguments as in Lemma 3 show that adjacentL-shapes areC2

connected (and are internallyC2). But, although actual difference is very small,
adjacent rings̄xm−1 andx̄m are not even everywhere connected (see Figure 9left).
The finalxm is therefore obtained from̄xm by replacing the three outermost lay-
ers of Bézier coefficients by aC2 extension of the patchxm−1

n (once subdivided to
match the granularity), as shown in Figure 9middle, right. Form = 0, boundary
data, if any, are extended.

We summarize.

Lemma 4 For ρ = ρ̂ any finite union of segments and rings
⋃

m∈N,n∈ZN
xm

n (a
patchwork) is aC2 surface. Forρ = ρ̆ the union is curvature continuous.

The(3, 3) patchwork is constructed analogously, inheritingC2-extended data
from an outer ring before forming the3 × 3 macro-patch.
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Figure 9: Three steps ofC2 joining theρ̂-sampled patches of a segment.

7 Guided subdivision surfaces

Joining aninfinite sequence of spline rings results in a surface with subdivision
structure (e.g. [RP05, Zo00, Pra98]. Since their construction and, in the polar
case, even the layout differs from conventional subdivision, we call these surfaces
guided subdivision surfaces. In particular, the first step of the subdivision process,
constructing a guide, sets guided subdivision apart from the usual procedure of
refining meshes. But after the first step, the subdivision process is stationary in the
sense that the refinement rules in terms of the control pointsof the guide surface
g do not change with each step.

Observation 1 Guided subdivision based on the reparametrizationsρ = ρ̂ or
ρ = ρ̆ is stationary in terms of the control points of the guide surfaceg and it is a
numerically stable procedure.

Proof Computing the restriction ofgn to λ∆ involves only convex combinations,
hence is numerically stable. Sinceg◦ρm = (gλm)ρ0, the expression forH(g◦ρm)
and hence of the sampled patchesxm in terms of the control points of triangular
Bézier patchesgnλ

m is independent of the subdivision step. |||
To analyze the surface in the limit, we choose the coordinatesystem so that

xc = g(0, 0) = (0, 0, 0). Denote the homogeneous part of degreek with respect
to the parameters(u, v) of gn by gn;k. Thengn;kλ

k = λkgn;k andx1
n;k = H(gn;k ◦

λρ0) = λkH(gn;k ◦ ρ0) and we obtain the homogeneous decomposition

xm
n =

d
∑

k=1

λmkx0
n;k . (4)
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Expression (4) immediately implies the following.

Theorem 1 The limit pointm → ∞ of xm exists and coincides with the center
pointxc of the guide surface.

Now we turn to the more delicate task of showing that guided subdivision surfaces
areC1 manifolds atxc (if the guide surface is such a manifold) and that some of
them (namely degree(6, 6) sprocket and degree(4, 3) polar) are even curvature
continuous. It is tempting to use the curvilinear coordinate system defined byρ
and expandg in terms ofρ to show agreement of the quadratic expansion ofx

with the quadratic expansion ofg at xc. However, the reparametrizationsρ are,
by design, singular at the origin and therefore not admissible. In the constructions
[Pra97, Rei98, YZ04], this singularity does not matter, since all points in the
domain are mapped onto the guide surface. Due to sampling, wehave to be more
careful, but can still use a similar argument. The followinglemma states that
application ofH not only results in approximation but also in reproduction of the
lower expansion of the composition.

Lemma 5 For the patchworks defined in Section 6, (i)xm
n;1 = gn,1 ◦ ρm. For

degree(6, 6) sprocket and degree(4, 3) polar patchworksx, additionally (ii)
xm

n;1 + xm
n;2 = (gn,1 + gn,2) ◦ ρm.

Proof By definition, degreegn,k = k, and the degree ofρm is either(3, 3) or
(2, 1). Therefore,

(i) degree(gn,1 ◦ ρm) = degree(ρm) ≤ degree(xm
n;1).

(ii) degree((gn,1 + gn,2) ◦ ρm) = 2 degree(ρm) ≤ degree(xm
n;1 + xm

n;2). |||
That is, guided subdivision reproduces compositions with linear and quadratic
guide surfaces. We denote by

π>k(s1, . . . , si; t1, . . . , tj)

(piecewise) polynomial terms of degree greater thank in each of the variables
s1, . . . , si and with the coefficients depending ont1, . . . , tj. If the coefficients are
constant, we writeπ>k(s1, . . . , si).

For the remainder, we assume that the tangent planes ofg are well-defined in
the vicinity of (0, 0).

Theorem 2 For the patchworksx defined in Section 6, a unique limit of the tan-
gent planes of the surface ringsxm exists asm → ∞ and equals the tangent
plane of the guide surface atxc.
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Proof We definenm := ∂sx
m × ∂tx

m and note thatgn;k depends onn only for
k > 2, i.e. we can definenm below independent ofn. From (4) and Lemma 5 (i),

nm(s, t) = λ2m
(

∂s(g.;1 ◦ ρ0) × ∂t(g.;1 ◦ ρ0)
)

(s, t) + λrmπ≥0(s, t; λ) , r ≥ 3 .

Then

nm

||nm||
=

∂s(g.;1 ◦ ρ0) × ∂t(g.;1 ◦ ρ0) + λ(r−2)mπ≥0(s, t; λ)

||∂s(g.;1 ◦ ρ0) × ∂t(g.;1 ◦ ρ0) + λ(r−2)mπ≥0(s, t; λ)||

so thatlimm→∞
n

m

||nm||
is normal to the tangent plane ofg atxc. |||

We may now assume that the coordinate system(x, y, z) in R
3 is chosen so

that
xc = (0, 0, 0) and the tangent plane atxc is {z = 0}. (5)

Sinceρ̂ is injective (see e.g. [PR98]) and the injectivity ofρ̆ follows directly from
its definition, the projectionx → (x, y) is locally injective nearxc. Then standard
arguments based on the mean value theorem show that the inverse map isC1 at
the origin (cf. [RP05] p.105 (4)). Hence the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3 The guided subdivision surfacex is C1 at xc and the tangent plane
of x at xc coincides with that of guide surface.

The rest of this Section is devoted to the proof of curvature continuity for degree
(6, 6) sprocket and degree(4, 3) polar guided subdivision surfaces.

Definition 1 (curvature continuity) Let f : R
2 → R

3 be tangent plane continu-
ous atf0 := f(0, 0). We choose a coordinate system (5) so that the tangent plane
at f0 = (0, 0, 0) is {z = 0}. Assume further that for every(s, t) 6= (0, 0) there
exists a unique (elliptic or hyperbolic)osculating paraboloidq := (q0, . . . , q5)

T

anchored at(s, t), i.e. with theqi continuous functions of(s, t) such that

for (x, y, z) = f(s+ s̄, t+ t̄), z = (x2, xy, y2, x, y, 1)q(s, t)+π>2(s̄, t̄; s, t).
(6)

Then the surfacef iscurvature continuousat f0 if the anchored osculating paraboloids
have a unique limit atf0.

The advantage of fixing the coordinate system of the osculating paraboloid at
(s, t) over defining it at(s + s̄, t + t̄) as is common in differential geometry is
that the anchored osculating paraboloid does not vary if data are sampled from the
paraboloid (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10: The osculating parabolas (dashed) vary with the local coordinate sys-
tem at pointsxloc, zloc on an anchored osculating parabola (solid).

Theorem 4 (curvature continuity) sprocket degree(6, 6) and polar degree(4, 3)
guided subdivision surfacesx are curvature continuous at the extraordinary point
xc if the guide surfaceg has a unique osculating paraboloidq at xc. The limit of
the osculating paraboloids ofx at xc is q.

Proof We fix a coordinate system (5) so that, nearxc,

g = (u + π>1(u, v), v + π>1(u, v), au2 + buv + cv2 + π>2(u, v)) .

With (s+ s̄, t+ t̄) a point near(s, t) ∈ Σ0, we expandρ0
n to second degree at(s, t)

ρ0
n =(u(s + s̄, t + t̄), v(s + s̄, t + t̄))

=(ū(s̄, t̄; s, t) + π>2(s̄, t̄; s, t), v̄(s̄, t̄; s, t) + π>2(s̄, t̄; s, t)) ;

ū(s̄, t̄; s, t) :=u0 + h0s̄ + h2t̄ + h4s̄
2 + h6s̄t̄ + h8t̄

2,

v̄(s̄, t̄; s, t) :=v0 + h1s̄ + h3t̄ + h5s̄
2 + h7s̄t̄ + h9t̄

2 .

Note thatu0, v0 andhi are piecewise polynomials ins andt. Sinceρ0 is injective
on the compact domainΣ0×ZN , h0h3−h1h2 ≥ const > 0. By the homogeneous
expansion (4),

x0
n =

d
∑

k=1

lkx0
n;k, l := λm,
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and by Lemma 5 (ii),

xm
n = l(gn;1 ◦ ρ0

n) + l2(gn;2 ◦ ρ0
n) + l3(. . .)

= (lū + l2E1, lv̄ + l2E2, l
2(aū2 + būv̄ + cv̄2) + l3E3) + π>2(s̄, t̄; s, t, l) ,

(7)
whereEk are some polynomials of total degree2 in (s̄, t̄) with coefficients de-
pending ons, t, l. This expression forxm

n = (x, y, z) is substituted into the
anchored osculating paraboloids ofx. Nearxc, with q := (a, b, c, 0, 0, 0)T con-
stant, independent of(s, t) andd := (d0, . . . , d5)

T , each term depending on(s, t),
the osculating paraboloid has the form

z = (x2, xy, y2, x, y, 1)(q + d). (8)

Equating the coefficients of1, s̄, t̄, s̄2, s̄t̄, t̄2 to 0, we get the system of six linear
equations in the six unknownsdj(s, t),

Md = r (9)

where the first three columns ofM have a factorl2, the next two a factorl andM is
of full rank apart from(0, 0) since detM = −l8((h0h3−h1h2)

4 +π>8(l; s, t) 6= 0.
Since the right hand sider has a factorl3, hence vanishes faster than the matrix
entries,liml→0 dj = 0. This satisfies Definition 1. |||

The lower degree bound for curvature continuous subdivision surfaces [Rei96]
applies to guided subdivision surfaces with sprocket layout; the curvature contin-
uous polar surfaces of degree(4, 3) do not contradict this bound since the patch
layout is different from the one assumed in [Rei96]. The layout allows reducing
the radial degree to3 and replacingC2 continuity by geometricG2 continuity
allows reducing the circular degree to4.

To see that curvature continuous guided subdivision surfaces areC2 from
the point of view of differential geometry, we consider a local parametrization
(x, y, h(x, y)) of the surface atxc. The height functionh is C1 by Theorem 3 and
the partial derivativeshx, hy areC1 apart from(0, 0), by construction (and since
the limit osculating paraboloidq is anchored atxc and therefore, in particular, the
constant component ofq vanishes faster than the otherqi). TheG2 connection for
polar layout does not create a problem since theG2 constraints reparametrize a
C2 join. Theorem 4 shows that first partial derivatives ofhx, hy are well defined
aslim(x,y)→(0,0). The mean value theorem implies thathx, hy areC1 at the origin.
Henceh is C2 at the origin.
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Figure 11: Gauss curvature shading. (top) sprocket layout subdivision of degree
(6,6) (left), (5,5) (middle) and (3,3) (right). (bottom) Polar layout subdivision of
degree (4,3) (left), and (3,3) (middle). (bottom,right) juxtaposes the sprocket (top)
and polar (bottom)C2 surfaces.

8 Curvature estimates for lower-degree guided sub-
division

Here we bound the curvature at the extraordinary point when the degree ofx is
chosen lower than(6, 6) in the sprocket case and(4, 3) in the polar case. The
trade-off between quality and degree will be discussed in more detail in a later
report although Figure 11 gives a first impression. Lower degree is often required
by an application and we will give an algorithm for practically computing the
bounds. Also, the discussion highlights the computationalvalue of introducing
anchored osculating paraboloids.

Theorem 5 Guided subdivision surfaces of degree (3,3) and higher havebounded
curvature at the extraordinary point.

Proof We follow the proof of Theorem 4 but replace formula (7) by

xm
n =(lū + l2E1, lv̄ + l2E2, l

2z̄ + l3E3) + π>2(s̄, t̄; s, t, l) ,

z̄ := h̃0 + h̃1s̄ + h̃2t̄ + h̃3s̄
2 + h̃4s̄t̄ + h̃5t̄

2
(10)

and the paraboloid byz = (x2, xy, y2, x, y, 1)d since Lemma 5 (ii) may not hold
and no osculating paraboloid exists anchored atf0 whose perturbation we would
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consider. We obtain a constraint matrix M of full rank and with the same factors
of l as (9). However, the right hand sider now has a factor ofl2, enough only to
conclude

lim
l→0

dj = 0 for j = 3, 4, 5.

We will compute bounds ond0, d1, d2 by applying Cramer’s rule. Since the factor
l2 appears both inr and the relevant first three columns ofM , we can remove the
factors from the matrix and the right hand and write them respectively as








u2

0
+. u0v0+. v2

0
+. u0+. v0+. 1

2h0u0+. h0v0+h1u0+. 2h1v0+. h0+. h1+. 0
2h2u0+. h2v0+h3u0+. 2h3v0+. h2+. h3+. 0

h2

0
+2h4u0+. h0h1+h4v0+h5u0+. h2

1
+2h5v0+. h4+. h5+. 0

2h0h2+2h6u0+. h0h3+h1h2+h6v0+h7u0+. 2h1h3+2h7v0+. h6+. h7+. 0
h2

2
+2h8u0+. h2h3+h8v0+h9u0+. h2

3
+2h9v0+. h8+. h9+. 0









,









h̃0+.

h̃1+.

h̃2+.

h̃3+.

h̃4+.

h̃5+.









(11)

where+. is a shorthand for polynomial termsπ>0(l; s, t) that will vanish asl → 0.
Elimination of the first row and multilinearity of determinants yields a simpler
system





0+. 0+. 0+. h0+. h1+.
0+. 0+. 0+. h2+. h3+.

h2

0
+. h0h1+. h2

1
+. h4+. h5+.

2h0h2+. h0h3+h1h2+. 2h1h3+. h6+. h7+.

h2

2
+. h2h3+. h2

3
+. h8+. h9+.









d0

d1

d2

d4

d5



 =







h̃1+.

h̃2+.

h̃3+.

h̃4+.

h̃5+.






. (12)

Sinceh0h3 − h1h2 is bounded away from zero due to the injectivity ofρ, detM =
(h0h3 − h1h2)

4 + . ≥ const > 0 andD := detliml→0 M is well-defined. LetDi

be the determinant of the matrix obtained by replacing the(i + 1)th column ofM
by r and by taking the limit forl → 0 to drop the terms+., we have by Cramer’s
rule

di =
Di

D
, i = 0, 1, 2 .

Since the denominator is well-defined, thedi are bounded. |||
The practical calculation of the bounds on the coefficientsd0, d1 andd2 of

the osculating paraboloid is simplified sinceD andDi share factorsh0h3 − h1h2.
Specifically, we compute as follows.
(i) Bounding the coefficientsd0, d1, d2 for functionnsf1 := u2, f2 := uv, f3 := v2

in turn yields nine intervals that allow computing the bounds for any function
f = γ1u

2 + γ2uv + γ3v
2.

(ii) If (x, y, z) is anorthogonalcoordinate system inR3 with xc = (0, 0, 0), tan-
gent plane{z = 0} at xc and g = (e11u + e12v + π>1(u, v), e21u + e22v +
π>1(u, v), au2 + buv + cv2 + π>2(u, v)), then the bounds of coefficientsd′

k of
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osculating paraboloid in such system are calculated from the previous bounds of
coefficientsdk as

d′
0 =d0e

2
0 + d1e0e1 + d2e

2
1 , d′

2 = d0e
2
2 + d1e2e3 + d2e

2
3

d′
1 =2d0e0e2 + d1(e0e3 + e1e2) + 2d2e1e3 ,

(13)

where( e0 e2

e1 e3
) := ( e11 e12

e21 e22
)−1 .

(iii) To boundGaussian and mean curvatures, we observe that for an osculating
paraboloid(x, y, d′

0x
2 + d′

1xy + d′
2y

2) the meanH and GaussianK curvatures at
the origin(0, 0, 0) are

H = d′
0 + d′

2 , K = 4d′
0d

′
2 − d′2

1 .

substituting formulas (13), we get

H =(e2
0 + e2)

2d0 + (e0e1 + e2e3)d1 + (e2
1 + e2

3)d2 ,

K =(e0e3 − e1e2)
2(4d0d2 − d2

1) .
(14)

For Gaussian curvatureK, we get a tighter estimate if, in formula (14), the part
4d0d2 − d2

1 is precomputed with respect basis functionsf1, f2, f3. The result are,
consistent with [Pet01], six precomputed intervals and nine intervals forH.
(iv) Definingf1 := u2 + v2, f2 := uv, f3 := v2 gives an immediate impression of
how guided subdivision reproduces canonical elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic
shapes. We list some bounds on the Gaussian curvature for these shapes when
N = 8.

(3, 3)CC (5, 5)CC (3, 3)pol

u2 + v2 [3.87501, 4.22213] [3.96505, 4.02945] [3.98505, 4.03352]
uv [−1.06493,−0.96478] [−1.00426,−0.99261] [−1.05229,−0.97047]
v2 [−0.15738, 0.15644] [−0.02054, 0.02241] [−0.09641, 0.05184]

9 The accelerated bicubic guidedC2 scheme

We consider a sampling scheme that is no longer stationary, since, in each step,
we sample with increasing density. Each quad inS0 is evenly subdivided into4m

subquads at levelm andH is applied over each subquad creating4m of pieces of
3 × 3 bicubic patches that are joinedC2 as explained in Section 5. We call this
schemeacceleratedbicubic and observe that the sampled data will be sufficiently
dense after a couple of steps to meet the bounds needed for theproof below so
that we can switch to a fixed density, pseudostationary sampling.
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Theorem 6 Accelerated bicubic guided subdivision surfacesx are curvature con-
tinuous atxc. Moreover, the limit of osculating paraboloids ofx at xc coincide
with that of guide surfaceg.

Proof The proof follows that of Theorem 5. By Theorem 2, accelerated subdi-
vision inherits the tangent plane of the guide surface atxc. To show curvature
continuity, we observe that if a polynomialg ◦ ρ : [0..1]2 → R is bicubically
sampled at the corners(s, t) of 4m subquads to define a segmentxm

n consisting of
4m patches then, for a fixedǫ > 0 andm sufficiently large, the value and partial
derivatives ofg ◦ ρ andxm

n differ everywhere by less thanǫ. Since the domain is
compact, also the functionshi, h̃j in (12) deviate from their value at the corners
by less than a fixedǫ and all expressions(+.) are bounded and converge to zero
with m. With q := (a, b, c, 0, 0, 0)T the osculating paraboloid ofg at (0, 0), di

converges toqi: liml→0 d0 = a , liml→0 d1 = b , liml→0 d2 = c . |||
As in Section 7, one can argue that the accelerated subdivision surfaces areC2

in the sense of differential geometry.

10 Rational guided subdivision

If the guide surface is rational, e.g.g := (f1/f4, f2/f4, f3/f4), we can either sam-
ple in R

3 (and all proofs and theorems apply to the resulting polynomial guided
subdivision surface) or, we sample the homogeneous guide(f1, f2, f3, f4) in R

4

and project the result toR3. The latter allows reproducing, e.g. the sphere, exactly.
As a stationary construction, this differs from the approach in [MWW01] (which
is akin to accelerated scheme in that the density increases at the poles) and from
[SZSS98, SZBN03].

11 Conclusions

This paper definedlocal subdivision constructionsthat, for practical applications,
would be embedded in a larger scheme that separates local subdivision regions by
constructing and pairwise blending primary surfaces. Suchschemes, for example
one or more steps of Catmull-Clark subdivision, are discussed in [KP0x]. [KP0x]
also explains how to choose the free parameters of the guide surfaceg to transi-
tion from primary surfaces to the local subdivision surfaces without introducing
unnecessary shape artifacts, and how to stop the subdivision process to fill in the
remaining multi-sided hole with polynomial pieces of moderate degree.
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Here we established that any finite number of surface rings join to form aC2

surface (2-manifold with boundary) with a gap at the center;and, in the limit,
the construction yields curvature continuous subdivisionsurfaces of low degree.
A generalization to higher-order smoothness looks straightforward although the
details, e.g. the choice of reparametrizations, requires attention.
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